Further information on EMC2019:
Hi Wolfgang,
1) The scoring system will come from Hungary. The "operators" of the system will be the same, as
in previous years, during their EMC and WMC championships.
2) I hope, one of them will take steward role.
3) Experience will be described in more details.
In Short:
- Vytautas Rafamaficius (event director) has been arranging Lithuania championships for the last 3
years. In addition, this year he was a member of Lithuania team in Hungary (world microlight
championship).
- I was in the year 2013 event as participant (navigator), and steward in year 2017. Seen both
sides. Volunteered in the gliding championship in EYPR airfield for the last few years, where
number of glider (world and europe) were held.
4) I think we will provide opportunity for all classes. LR and TC will be adjusted accordingly after
may next year.
5) We have more space + brand new facilities. And I assure, that it will be much better, than in
Hungary.
They are not designed for that many people, so additional WC/Shower equipment rent has been
calculated.
6) At least 5 petrol stations within 10 km radius (all directions).
7) Nearest hotels are in Ignalina, moderately priced. Could be rather busy in summer time, so it is
better to book in advance.
Very likely, that there will be small house available to rent.
8) Runway is grass. Available at all times of the year, much better quality, compared what i have
seen in Slovakia and Hungary.
I would be more than happy to support monitor as soon as he/she will be assigned and available.
We could have more than 1 session - if he/she has time.
Give me the name, I will buy him/her a ticket ASAP.
Su pagarba
Povilas Kalinauskas
+370 610 25521
http://www.wings.lt

